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Video Face Swapping via Disentangled Representation
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Abstract: Face swapping is useful and popular technique to manipulate face from images and videos to be indistin-
guishable from authentic ones. However, it may cause mismatch with audio input in face appearance and shape by the
conventional deep learning based approaches with facial masks. To solve this issue, we propose a novel face swap-
ping approach using disentangled representation learning. First, the paired videos are used as training input after face
alignment. We adopt GAN-based model to separate the features of the face appearance and mouth shapes explicitly
by exchanging latent encodings. To maintain the continuity of video frames, we design the loss function between
Inter-frame elaborately. With a given source image, the lip-sync speaking video can be generated by mimicking the
target video. Our work is still in progress.
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1. Introduction
To swap faces from different images or videos is interesting

and emerging technique due to the rapid development of deep
learning approaches. Especially, deepfake can generate face im-
ages of a target person to a video of a source person and create
a novel video of the target person doing or talking in the same
styles of the original person in the video [3]. These approaches
are usually implemented based on deep learning models, such as
the open-source faceswap approach[6], which have been applied
widely in computer vision research field [7].

Previous face swapping works usually depended on the facial
mask or edge map extracted from images as the reference to en-
hance robustness of the result, meanwhile, the pre-trained facial
parsing model or other prior knowledge is required in the learning
processes [1]. ELEGANT proposed a disentanglement respresen-
tation learning approach for face attribute transfer model [8]. In-
spired from this work, we aim to explore a novel face swapping
approach with no dependence of extra-information, such as facial
parsing and prior facial information.

The main contribution of this work is exploring the disentan-
glement learning for face swapping in videos with the designed
loss function to ensure frame continuity.

2. Framework
In order to achieve the face swapping of videos, our proposed

model aims to swap the face to another person with the same lip-
sync speech content by learning the features of the identity of face
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Fig. 1 The pipeline of our proposed face swapping model. The disentan-
glement embedding Za and Zl are trained by the feature exchange
respectively.

and the lip shape respectively.
As shown in Figure 1, our proposed framework is based on

Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) structure. We first train
a swapping GAN networks consisting of a generator G (including
encoder Enc and decoder Dec) and discriminator Dm. The system
input of our proposed model includes the contents with a short
speech video from one person and a source image of different per-
son. In each step for training process, we choose two short videos
of different persons with same speech contents from VidTIMIT
Audio-Video Dataset [5]. Then, we resample the videos as two
series of lip-sync frames based on the time stamps of words in
the speech calculated by Aeneas [4]. We choose one as the input
video frames A as shown in Figure 1, and the other video is used
as the reference of the output video D for learning the correct
feature embedding. C denotes the identity image of the person in
video frames A. Meanwhile, the source image B can be resam-
pled to the same size of the frames with video A as still video for
data alignment.
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In this work, we divide the latent feature embedding z into two
components, Z = (Za,Zl), and enforce the lip shape components
Zl of the two input separated from the identity component Za.
Here, we adopt GAN loss including the LossG and LossD [2].
The latent feature embedding of input videos A and B is given as
follows: ZA = (ZaA,ZlA) = Enc(A)

ZB = (ZaB,ZlB) = Enc(B)
(1)

We define C and D as the reconstruction results of face swap-
ping by exchange the Zl component in latent codes.C = Dec(ZaA,ZlB)

D = Dec(ZaB,ZlA)
(2)

The recovered videos A’and image B’ is the reconstruction re-
sults from generator G in Figure 1. For discriminator Dm, A’ and
B’ in outputs are thought as the real image while the C and D are
regarded as fake image to improve the generator G to improve the
generator G in training process.

3. Results
In this paper, we would like to report the intermediate results

of our proposed framework.

Fig. 2 Results of swapping attribute “similing” .From left to right: A, B, C,
D; A and B are the input images in our model, C and D are swapping
results.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed model, we
demonstrated the frames of images replaced by randomly sam-
pled images on CelebA dataset. In this case study, our model
adopted the similar structure as ElEGANT network [8]. Figure
2 shows that our proposed model can work well when swapping
the smiling attributes. Our model can swap the facial features
successfully between still images.

As shown in the Figure 3, we observed that the output frames
D is closer to the input frames B while C is similar to A. However,
C was blurred in 100th epoch because the gradient still existed at
that time and disappeared in the training process later. Because

the current dataset only contains short videos from 44 persons, we
plan to augment the exist dataset or create novel one to improve
the current results.

(a) A (b) Augmented B

(c) C (d) D

Fig. 3 Results of face swapping of videos. The upper rows of video frames
are the results in 100th epoch while the lower ones are in 600th
epoch.
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